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“My mum was born and raised in Ghana and has a lot of Ghanaian 
values, traditions, and morals. All that rubbed off on me, and that’s 
why I have a lot of love and good energy in me - that universal 
energy is a Ghanaian thing.”

“I come from an era, in my world, where you just had to define 
yourself as who you are and what you do. I happen to be an actor. I 
happen to be someone that loves to act, that also likes music, that 
also likes to speak, and that also has an opinion.”

“You are in control of your dream and your ambition: no one can 
take away what you want to be, but you need to find it, so keep 
trying different things until you find your passion.”

Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock MBE is a space 
scientist, author and BAFTA-nominated 
broadcaster, whose passion is presenting 
science to general audiences.

Gina Nadira Miller is a Guyanese-British 
business owner and activist who initiated 
the 2016 R v Secretary of State for exiting the 
European Union court case against the British 
government.

Sir Trevor McDonald OBE Britain’s first black TV 
new reporter , best known for his career as a 
news presenter with ITN. He was knighted in 
1999 for his services to journalism and awarded 
with a BAFTA fellowship in 2011.

One of the foremost financial experts in the UK, 
Richard is a partner with KPMG. In 2020, he was 
appointed a Vice-Chair of the firm and has played 
a leading role in formulating the firm’s diversity 
initiatives in the wake of George Floyd’s murder.

Sir Steve Rodney McQueen KBE is a British 
filmmaker and video artist. In 2020, he released 
Small Axe, a collection of five films “set within 
London’s West Indian community from the late 
1960s.

Professor Dame Donna Kinnair DBE is a British 
nurse and former Chief Executive and General 
Secretary of the Royal College of Nursing (RCN).

In 2000, Bassey was appointed a Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire 
(DBE) for services to the performing arts. 
Bassey is widely regarded as one of the most 
popular female vocalists in Britain. 

Sir Kenneth Aphunezi Olisa OBE CStJ FRSA FBCS 
is a British businessman and philanthropist. 
He is the first black Lord-Lieutenant of Greater 
London.

A British model, actress and business woman. 
Discovered at the age of 15, she established 
herself amongst the most recognisable and in-
demand models of the late 1980s, the 1990s and 
the earlier 2000s including modern day.

John Tucker Mugabi Sentamu, Baron Sentamu 
PC is a retired Anglican bishop; he was 
Archbishop of York, metropolitan of York, and 
Primate of England until 7 June 2020. He is now 
a member of House of Lords.

Award-winning writer, broadcaster and film 
maker Afua Hirsch is known for her work on 
black culture, history, identity and culture in the 
African diaspora and worldwide.

Sir Ozwald Boateng, OBE is an English fashion 
designer, best known for his trademark twist on 
classic tailoring and bespoke styles.

Patricia Janet Scotland, Baroness Scotland of 
Asthal PC QC, is a British-Dominican diplomat, 
barrister and politician, serving as the sixth 
Secretary-General of the Commonwealth of 
Nations. She is the first woman to hold the post.

Henry is a British actor, comedian, singer, TV 
presenter and writer. He is known for co-founding 
the charity Comic Relief.  He is currently the 
Chancellor of Birmingham City Uni and is acting in 
the Amazon Prime series, Lord of the Rings.

Edward Kobina Enninful OBE is Editor in Chief  
of British Vogue. He was appointed fashion 
director of British fashion magazine i-D at 
the age of 18, a position he held for over two 
decades.

Baroness Valerie Amos of Brondesbury was 
appointed a Labour life peer in 1997 and was the 
first black woman to serve as a Minister in the 
British cabinet and in the House of Lords.
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